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Sophie Benker
17-Dec-2020

Great list Brittany! I would add Seb Alex: https://www.patreon.com/sebalex who has unparalleled work creating youtube content,
university talks, e-book, and helped launch a vegan center in Lebanon as well as feeding vegan meals to impacted folks while in the
front line a�er the Beirut explosion.     



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk 

Source: https://www.patreon.com/search?q=vegan

 

When thinking of contributing to creators, here's a place to start.

 

From the first page (see following pages for others):
Earthling Ed creating Vegan Activism & Education
Joey Carbstrong creating Vegan Content
That Vegan Couple creating Podcast Show, Vegan and Animal Rights Content
Der Graslutscher creating Blog-Artikel, Podcast, Videos über Veganismus und anderes Zeug
Slightly Crazy Vegan creating Videos
Mexie creating class consciousness with a vegan twist
Mic the Vegan creating Vegan Youtube Videos
Unnatural Vegan creating videos about veganism
The Bearded Vegans creating Podcasts
Not Leaving Las Vegas creating content to show the universe the REAL Las Vegas
Bite Size Vegan creating Free, Open-Access, Vegan Educational Content
James Aspey creating Educational & Inspirational Vegan content
Sara Kidd creating vegan cooking videos, workshops and exclusive recipes
Brand New Vegan creating Plant Based Comfort Food - Recipe You Love
Humane Hancock creating Vegan Activism & Education
Vegan Sidekick creating Animal Rights Comics
The Cranky Vegan // Jake Conroy creating support, giving EVERY DOLLAR to sanctuaries & the grassroots
The Easy Vegan creating silly but tasty vegan food videos
Eisel Mazard creating Political, Autobiographical, and Vegan Videos
Vegan Vanguard creating radical podcasts!
Demi Colleen creating blog posts about racism/diversity in beauty and veganism
Anonymous for the Voiceless creating a vegan world through public outreach.
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Brittany Bunk
17-Dec-2020

Sweet! My list is only for the first page, but your comment being here will be visible for others to see.    
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